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Northampton Community College – Martin Guitar Foundation Luthier Lab: Luthier Certification Program 
 
Required Build Courses: 
 

Course Code Course Title Brief Description 

FABGA114 Acoustic Guitar Building I 

Assemble a parlor guitar, while developing better hand tool 
skills. The 12-Fret Parlor body will be constructed with 
mahogany backs and sides and a Sitka spruce top. Build materials 
also include, mahogany neck, East Indian Rosewood 
fingerboard/bridge, and faux tortoise binding. Discussions on 
how to create different tonal characteristics will be given along 
the way. 
 

FABGA115 Acoustic Guitar Building II1 

Build a 14-Fret OM or 000 style guitar. Course materials include: 
East Indian Rosewood back and sides, Sitka Spruce top and 
bracing, herringbone rosette and top purfling, ivoroid binding, 
and rosewood fingerboard/bridge. Acoustic Guitar Building I is a 
prerequisite. 

FABGA106 Tenor Ukulele 

Construct a Tenor Ukulele using mahogany top, back and sides. 
An introduction to laser technology will be given, as students can 
utilize the laser to engrave custom designs for a rosette. Students 
will be working with partially machined parts and materials, and 
learning the construction techniques that are common to the 
whole guitar family. 

FABGA116 Electric Guitar Building I2 

Students will construct a flat-top electric guitar from a body 
blank, learn basic passive electronics and create a custom 
headstock. Students will cut and shape a body design from six 
pre-made templates and the build will include DiMarzio pickups, 
Switchcraft and CTS/Bourne components. 
 

FABGA303 Electric Guitar Building II 

Students will design and construct a carved-top electric guitar, in 
the style of a Les Paul. Using CNC machining and traditional 
skills, students will assemble a carved maple top and mahogany 
body. DiMarzio pickups, Switchcraft and CTS/Bourne 
components will be included, students have the option to select 
other pickups at an additional cost. 
 

FABGT208 Build the Archtop Guitar 

Popular among jazz and country music players, these instruments 
have arched tops and backs created from solid wood using a 
combination of CNC and hand carving techniques.  Acoustic I 
and II are prerequisites for this class (or demonstration of 
proficiency).  This is among our most challenging builds, and 
students should expect to spend additional open lab time to 
complete their instruments. 

FABGA112 Acoustic Guitar Building III 

Students build a custom acoustic guitar. All the parts are made by 
students from scratch. Material Prep, scale length, bracing 
patterns, binding layout, custom rosettes are a part of this class. 
Participating in Open Labs is a must. East Indian Rosewood tone 
woods and basic materials are included, students can purchase 
exotic tone woods and materials prior to class at an additional 
price. This is an advanced class. Acoustic II or proven 
proficiency is a prerequisite. 
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Luthier Requirement Courses: 
  

FABGA001 Luthier 101 

Course is a comprehensive overview of tools, machines, shop safety, and 
processes that are found in the luthier profession. Topics include, proper 
usage of chisels, planes, sanders, jointers, planers, drum sanders, palm 
sanders, band saws, re-sawing, routers, chop saws, tone woods and parts 
of the guitar. 

FABWD704 Mastering the Router 

Mastering the Router will cover techniques of using the hand held router 
to its fullest potential. The router is one of the most versatile tools to 
learn and use. The potential to make woodworking projects turn out 
better than ever is unparalleled through the use of the router. Covered 
subjects will be brands, safety, power sizing, collets, accessories, tables, 
fences, bits, tricks of the trade. 

FABWD918 Master Class: Table Saw 

The table saw maser class will cover techniques of using a table saw to 
its fullest potential. Covered will be subjects such as brand selection, 
safety, accessories, jigging, advanced techniques, making moldings, and 
tricks of the trade such as circle cutting and bowl making.  
 

FABEE500 Intro to Electronic Soldering 

Designed for individuals who have minimal or no experience in soldering 
electronic components. Soldering theory, techniques, methods and 
practices will be discussed. Both hand wiring & printed circuit board 
soldering methods will be demonstrated and practiced. This class is 
hands-on practice and lecture. 
 

FABWD204 Identifying Wood Species 
Learn how to identify different wood species, understand the 
characteristics of wood, how to read grain, how to deal with wood 
movement, how to finish different wood types, appropriate uses of 
different species, how to buy lumber, etc. 

FABGT401 Acoustic Neck Carving 
In today’s world it is easy to buy pre-machined guitar necks, but hand 
carving one from a billet of mahogany is the traditional way. Students 
will learn the methodical process of hand carving using templates, 
guides, straight edges, rasps, files, and drawknives. 

FABGA403 The Art of Inlay I 

Learn the art of inlay from Master Inlay Artist, Sean Brandle. Inlay has a 
rich history dating hundreds of years ago, but is still evolving today with 
new technologies and materials. Sean spent years perfecting this skill 
while he worked for Martin Guitar’s Custom Shop, he will teach students 
the technique of hand inlay, sand shading, and discuss topics of CNC. 

FABGT339 Comprehensive Guitar 
Finishing  

Finishing a guitar starts with the basics of proper preparation and leads to 
the many options of finishing. Course covers topics such as filling grain, 
taping off, spraying a clear nitrocellulose lacquer finish. Practice is very 
important to good finishing. 
 

FABGT900 Fusion 360 for Luthiers: 
Introduction 

Autodesk Fusion 360 is a full-featured Computer Aided Design and 
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software tool that is well suited for 3D 
design of guitar and other instrument parts and jigs.  It is also an 
integrated gateway to CNC-based production for efficient and 
reproducible instrument construction.  This course focuses on the aspects 
of Fusion that are most applicable to luthiers, including developing 
precision drawings, creating 3D models based on 2D designs, 
manipulating and modifying 3D solid and surface models, and using 3rd-
party designs.  It lays the groundwork for effectively designing parts such 
as bridges, bodies, and necks, plus construction aids such as bending jigs 
and body molds.  These topics will be explored in much greater depth in 
follow-on courses.  Students should expect to spend additional open lab 
or home time to work on small design projects involving the principles 
covered. 
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FABGT901 Fusion 360 for Luthiers: 
Body Design 

Learn how to create designs for solid-body, semi-hollow, archtop, and 
flat-top guitar bodies. Employ Fusion 360’s drafting and 3D modeling 
features to prepare design drawings and 3D models that can be used for 
visualization and CNC manufacturing. 

FABGT902 Fusion 360 for Luthiers: 
Neck Design 

Explore techniques for modeling guitar necks and fretboards, focusing on 
creating reusable, parameter-driven designs.  Employ Fusion 360’s 
drafting and 3D modeling features to prepare design drawings and 3D 
models that can be used for visualization and CNC 
manufacturing.  Necks are among the most challenging parts to model, 
and proper design methodology is critical to the accuracy, playability, 
and aesthetics of an instrument. 

FABGT308 Decorative Heel Carving 
Using carving tools and chisels, students will carve ornate patterns into 
the heel of a stringed instrument neck. Relief carving is a fascinating 
process that can be applied to many types of woodworking. 

FABGA108 Guitar Setup, Repair & 
Maintenance 

Guitar repair and setup requires great attention to detail. This portion of 
the program covers topics such as re-fretting a guitar, sanding 
fingerboard, crown and dress frets, replacing a nut, setup and intonation. 

 
Small Business Management & Entrepreneurship Certificate: 
 

Course Code Course Title Description 

CIENC400 Product Development 

Participants learn what role “design thinking” plays in crafting products 
and services your customers want. In addition participants will; learn 
how to judge competing concepts, understand characteristics of poor 
design, prepare a product/service development plan and appreciate the 
challenges and opportunities related to bringing new product/service to 
market. 

CIENC401 Customer Discovery 
Participants will learn how to evaluate different social media tools and 
effectively implement it to find new customers and keep existing ones. In 
addition, participants will also learn about the different costs involved in 
building a customer base. 

CIENC402 Business Financing 

Finding new sources of capital is critical for any small business. This 
course explores alternative means of financing that small business 
owners can utilize. The course also explores means such as 
understanding how to utilize cash flow to leverage borrowing 
capabilities, factoring purchase orders and accounts receivable, working 
with local chamber of commerce and economic development groups to 
explore local financing opportunities, understanding when and how to 
use SBA financing, and explore factors that banks and non-bank entities 
will evaluate 

CIENC403 Smart Recruiting and 
Retention  

As a small business owner, hiring and managing qualified employees is 
never easy. This course focuses on innovative strategies to bring new 
employees onboard, build teams, and design policies to motivate and 
retain employees. The course exposes participants to state and federal 
employment laws, creative compensation strategies and promoting 
diversity within a small business. 

 

OSHA 10-Hour General Industry Outreach Program: 
 

Course Code Course Title Description 

SAF118 OSHA-10 Hour Training 

This course is intended to be an orientation to occupational safety and 
health. This 10-hour program will provide entry-level industry workers 
with a broad awareness to recognize and prevent hazards and safety 
issues on a general industry site. Participants will receive an OSHA-10 
completion card for attending and completing the program. 
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1 Luthier Certification students must use this guitar for their Comprehensive Finishing course (FABGT339).  
2 Prerequisites for Electric Guitar Building I include: Mastering the Router (FABWD704) and Intro to Electronic Soldering 
(FABEE500). 
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